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Abstract Narrow bipolar events (NBEs) are occasionally reported to occur within a few ms after
Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs), while the formation mechanism remains mysterious partially due
to the lack of sufficient observations. Here, nine more TGFs of this scenario are reported with concurrent
LF sferics and lightning location data. The gamma-ray production in these TGFs preceded the occurrence
of NBEs by a minimum of 60 µs up to 13.5 ms, and no other fast leader discharge was found within 20 ms
before the TGF. The TGF-preceded positive NBEs occurred at altitudes of 8.6–11 km in thunderstorms,
likely in the high electric field (E-field) region of lightning initiation. The analyses show that the NBEpreceding TGFs bear harder energy spectrum with larger proportion of high-energy photons than EIPrelated TGFs produced in association with lightning leader. Our findings support the relativistic feedback
mechanism of gamma-ray generation in the large-scale thunderstorm E-field.
Plain Language Summary

Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs) are brief and intense
emissions of hard X-rays and gamma-rays originating inside thunderstorms. Despite the considerable
observations confirming the production of high-energy photons during the ascending negative
leader typically after the initiation of normal IC lightning (Category-I), there remain some occasional
observations indicating that there could be a different scenario for the TGF production, namely the
gamma-rays are produced several ms prior to a narrow bipolar event (NBE) (Category-II), which in many
cases mark the lightning initiation. In this paper, the TGFs related to NBEs were focused and nine new
cases (<4%) were found out of over 230 TGFs with concurrent LF sferics. The comparison between LF
sferics and light-curve of gamma-ray emissions corrected with the propagation delay showed that these
TGFs clearly preceded the occurrence of NBEs by a minimum of 60 µs up to 13.5 ms. The NBE-followed
TGFs typically endured longer by containing more gamma-ray photons and the energy spectrum was
usually harder than Category-I TGFs whose generation involves the progression of an energetic lightning
leader. The TGFs observed preceding the lightning initiation in this study generally support the relativistic
feedback mechanism for the generation of TGFs in the large-scale thunderstorm E-field.

1. Introduction

© 2021. American Geophysical Union.
All Rights Reserved.
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Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs) are brief high-energy emissions of photons discovered unexpectedly by the Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) (Fishman et al., 1994), manifesting the most
energetic photon emissions due to the bremsstrahlung radiation of electrons forged in tropospheric thunderstorms. The photon energy of TGFs typically exceeds 1 MeV or even over 40 MeV (Marisaldi et al., 2010;
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Smith et al., 2005). The analyses of lightning mapping observations related to TGFs detected by spaceborne platforms, such as the Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) and the
Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (GBM) on the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (Briggs et al., 2010; Smith
et al., 2005), attribute the gamma-ray production to the upward progression of initial negative leader after
the inception of ordinary intra-cloud (IC) lightning (Lu et al., 2010; Lyu et al., 2018). This scenario (Category-I, hereinafter) is consistent with several features exhibited by most TGF-associated radio-frequency
lightning signals, including the presence of a fast impulse marking lightning onset, a major impulse directly
linked to gamma-ray production (Cummer et al., 2011; Neubert et al., 2020; Østgaard et al., 2013), and often a considerable charge moment change as indicated by the measurement of ultra-low-frequency magnetic pulse (Cummer et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2011, 2019) and close electric field (E-field) change (Marshall
et al., 2013). The majority of TGFs were associated with a type of energetic LF pulses, which is now usually
referred to as the energetic in-cloud pulse (EIP) (Lyu et al., 2015, 2016). Besides, downward TGFs were also
observed at ground level (Belz et al., 2020; Dwyer et al., 2004; Hare et al., 2016; Tran et al., 2015), substantially expending the understanding on the highly energetic radiation phenomena of lightning.
Despite the considerable observations confirming the gamma-ray production during the ascending negative leader after the initiation of IC lightning, there were some exceptional observations, occasionally,
indicating that there could be a second scenario (Category-II, hereinafter) for TGF production, namely the
gamma-rays are produced a few ms prior to lightning initiation (e.g., Shao et al., 2010; Stanley et al., 2006),
which is usually marked by the occurrence of a special type of IC discharge called narrow bipolar event
(NBE) or compact intra-cloud discharge (CID) with compact size and strong very-high frequency (VHF)
radiation (Leal & Rakov, 2019; Nag et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2004; Tilles et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2016). Shao
et al. (2010) suggested that the NBE occurrence could be preconditioned by the TGF-producing process.
Recently, Lu et al. (2019) reported a TGF composed of three individual pulses preceding the associated NBE
by approximately 4 ms. These observations entangle the understanding on the physical connection between
lightning and gamma-ray production, and more observations are desired to understand the relationship
between NBEs and TGFs.
In this paper, we focus the analyses on totally nine new observations of NBEs following TGFs (i.e., Category-II) mostly produced by tropical thunderstorms. These NBEs were measured at range of 150 –2,200 km by
the low-frequency (LF) magnetic sferics recording site. In addition to eight TGFs detected by Fermi GBM
(Briggs et al., 2010), our data set also includes one TGF event registered by the Insight-Hard X-ray Monitor
Telescope (Insight-HXMT) as the first X-ray astronomy satellite of China (Zhang et al., 2020b).

2. Measurements and Data
The concurrent broadband lightning sferics are critical to understand the physical connection between TGF
and lightning (e.g., Cummer et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2010, 2011; Shao et al., 2010). Since summer of 2014, we
have been building a network of low-frequency (10–400 kHz, LF) magnetic sensors (with two orthogonal
induction coils) to record lightning signals related to TGFs detected by various platforms. The LF signals
are continuously recorded at 1 MHz (with time accuracy better than 1 μs). At present, this network consists
of 12 stations in China and one oversea station on the campus of Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka
(UTeM), Malaysia (Sabri et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020a), as part of the Lightning Effects Research Platform
(LERP) (Huang et al., 2018). The LF data examined in this work were acquired respectively at MALA station
(2.314°N, 102.318°E), XIAM station (24.625°N, 118.081°E), CONG station (23.639°N, 113.596°E) and LHAS
station (30.063°N, 90.315°E) as shown in Figure 1a.

In addition to TGFs detected by Fermi GBM orbiting at ∼560 km altitude with an inclination of 25.6°
(Briggs et al., 2010), we also examined TGF detections of Insight-HXMT launched in June of 2017 (Zhang
et al., 2020b). Insight-HXMT orbits around the Earth at 550 km altitude with inclination angle of 43° (Lu
et al., 2020); our analyses refer to the High-Energy X-ray module of Insight-HXMT, which contains 18 NaI/
CsI detectors covering the energy range of 20–250 keV for pointing and scanning observation and the energy range of 0.2–3 MeV for the all-sky gamma-ray monitoring (Zhang et al., 2020b). Figure 1a shows the
distribution of subsatellite points upon the TGF detections of Insight-HXMT (blue “+”s) and Fermi (gray
“×”s), respectively, from July of 2017 to April of 2020.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of TGF observations by Insight-HXMT (blue “+”s) and Fermi (gray “×”s) during July
2017 to April 2020. The footprints and lightning locations of nine NBE-related TGFs (Category-II) were marked by red
“⊗”s and pink “∇”s, respectively. (b) Time-corrected photon data (pink lines) and the corresponding LF sferics (one
energetic in-cloud pulse, EIP. black lines) of TGF181210 detected by Insight-HXMT, illustrating the timing of using data
is accurate. (c) Same with (b), but for a TGF detected by Fermi that was also associated with an EIP.

Since 2016, the associated lightning signals have been recorded at one or more LERP stations for over
200 TGFs, including 12 events from Insight-HXMT detections. For these TGFs, we first searched for the
TGF-associated lightning signal from the LF data recorded at the closet LERP station, with a maximum
50 ms temporal offset from the TGF detection (e.g., Cummer et al., 2005). Then, when the lightning signal is
identified, we searched for the lightning discharge from Vaisala’s Global Lightning Data set (GLD360, providing time, location, peak current and type of lightning discharges) (Mallick et al., 2014) with a maximum
lateral displacement of 800 km from the satellite footprint (e.g., Connaughton et al., 2010), and examined
the TGF-associated sferics in comparison with the light-curve of gamma-ray emissions when both are subtracted by the propagation delay. It is assumed that the source altitude of TGFs was at 12 km (e.g., Cummer
et al., 2014).
Figures 1b and 1c show two examples of Category-I TGFs that were detected by Insight-HXMT and Fermi GBM, respectively. Both TGFs were associated with EIPs detected by GLD360 with high peak current
ZHANG ET AL.
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(+314 kA and +219 kA, respectively). As shown in the figure, for these two TGFs, the LF signal and lightcurve of gamma-rays are almost simultaneous, confirming that the time accuracy of Insight-HXMT TGF
detection is better than 100 μs (Li et al., 2018).
Eventually, nine TGFs (eight by Fermi GBM and one by Insight-HXMT, red “⊗”s shown in Figure 1a) were
identified as Category-II events by preceding an NBE-type IC discharge (pink “∇”s) that was selected with
the criteria similar to previous studies (e.g., Wu et al., 2012, 2013; Zhang et al., 2016). It is also confirmed
that there was no other fast discharge within 20 ms before the TGF based on the recorded LF signal. The
distance between satellite footprint and NBE location (given by GLD360 for the first eight cases and inferred
from the sferic bearing and radar reflectivity for the last case) ranges from 85 to 410 km and the zenith angle
is estimated to range from 9.0° to 36.7°, in line with the typical values (∼30–40°) given by Gjesteland et al.
(2011).

3. Case Studies and Results
The concurrent LF signals and photon light-curve are plotted in Figure 2 for the nine Category-II TGFs,
showing that for the first eight cases (Figures 2a–2h), the gamma-ray pulse clearly preceded the NBE by
1.2 –13.5 ms; for the last case TGF200522 (Figure 2i), the gamma-ray pulse and NBE discharge were almost
simultaneous, whereas the onset of gamma-ray pulse appears to precede the NBE by 60 µs. Among these
TGFs, seven cases (Figures 2a–2d and 2f–2h) were related with positive NBEs (with downward current)
whose height was estimated to be 8.6–11 km (above mean sea level, MSL), slightly lower than the typical
altitudes (about 12 km) of EIPs associated with Category-I TGFs (e.g., Cummer et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2010)
and positive NBEs (e.g., Smith et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2016), while roughly higher than
positive NBEs initiating lightning flashes (INBEs) (Wu et al., 2014). They were all almost located in the
center of strong convection of thunderstorms with the closest black body temperature (TBB) of 192–201 K
given by the Chinese geostationary satellite Fengyun-2G with 1-h temporal resolution and 5-km spatial
resolution (www.nsmc.org.cn). However, the other two TGFs (Figures 2e and 2i) were related to negative
NBEs usually with higher altitudes (Liu et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2014) and the source height of TGF200522
was estimated to be about 20 km. The two TGFs exhibited different features: TGF190821 was near the edge
of convection with TBB <228 K, while TGF200522 was at the center of stronger convection with TBB of
182 K, coldest among all the nine TGFs.
The common feature of these TGFs suggests that Category-II TGFs were probably produced by the thunderstorm E-field as suggested by Dwyer (2008), other than the strong E-field formed by the upward negative
leader (e.g., Mailyan et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2015). Note that the TGF shown in Figure 2c was detected by Fermi GBM only 5 s after the observation of the Category-I TGF shown in Figure 1c, whereas these two TGFs
appeared to originate from two different thunderstorm cells about 172 km apart.
In the following, we examine two cases (Figures 2a and 2b) in details that were detected by Insight-HXMT
and Fermi GBM, respectively. For these two events, the TGF-preceded NBE signal was measured at a relatively close distance and contained clear ionospheric reflection necessary for determining the source height.
3.1. TGF Case on June 4, 2019
At 2111:31.671 UTC on June 4, 2019, Insight-HXMT detected a TGF when the footprint was at (0.796°S,
100.673°E). The TGF light-curve contained 29 gamma-ray photons over 364 μs. As indicated by the LF
signal (Figure 3b) recorded at MALA station, the gamma-ray production preceded a sequence of NBEs
(marked as NBE1, NBE2, and NBE3 in the figure). The first NBE (NBE1) was registered by GLD360 as an IC
event at (2.886°N, 100.587°E, red “∇” in Figure 3a) with +27 kA peak current (lightning type was confirmed
by the recorded LF wave signals. There may be some error in the reported current, while it could reflect the
relative magnitude of NBEs). As shown in Figure 3a, NBE1 was about 410 km from the Insight-HXMT footprint and 202.6 km from MALA station, and it was located in the strong convection of a mature-stage thunderstorm. With the ionospheric reflection signals clearly identified for NBE1 (see the inset of Figure 3b),
we apply the method of Zhang et al. (2016) to estimate the height of NBE and ionospheric reflection to be
10.5 km (MSL) and 96 km, respectively.
ZHANG ET AL.
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Figure 2. Light-curve of gamma-ray emissions (pink lines) and the corresponding LF sferics (black lines) of NBEs for nine Category-II TGFs analyzed in
this paper. The propagation delay is corrected by presuming that the gamma-ray production is at 12 km (MSL) near the NBEs. TGF190604#1 was detected by
Insight-HXMT (a), while other eight TGFs were by Fermi GBM (b)–(g). The time intervals between TGF and NBE, and the extreme of time uncertainty when
the TGF source was at any position within 800 km of Fermi were marked as cyan and green lines, respectively. The distance of TGF footprint-lightning location
and LF station-lightning location, the pulse peak current with polarity are shown in each panel. (The NBE related to TGF200522 was not located by GLD360
and the current was unknown. Instead, one GLD360-registered fast discharge (about 9.5 ms later) from the similar bearing was used as the source location of
TGF).

The second NBE (NBE2) was also located by GLD360 (with peak current of +18 kA) at a similar location;
the third NBE (NBE3) was not detected, but it probably occurred in the same thundercloud with similar
bearing to the earlier NBEs. In fact, within 750 ms after the TGF of our interest, over 20 magnetic deflections can be identified from the LF signal and most of them were NBEs; two more NBEs were detected by
GLD360 in the same thunderstorm, and most of the others were from the same direction. Almost all NBEs
with discernible ionospheric reflections were determined to occur at heights above NBE1, but with much
smaller amplitude.

ZHANG ET AL.
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Figure 3. Observation of two TGFs produced by a tropical thunderstorm at 2111:31 UTC detected by Insight-HXMT
(referred to TGF190604#1) and 2221:02 UTC by Fermi GBM (TGF10604#2), respectively. (a) The footprint (blue “○”)
and related NBE location (red “∇”) of Insight-HXMT TGF190604#1, overlapping on the closest FY-2G TBB data at 2200
UTC on June 4, 2019. The footprint (pink “☆”) and related IC discharge location (blue “∇”) of TGF190604#2 were
shown. The lightning occurred near the two TGFs were marked as green and pink points. (b) TGF190604#1: Timecorrected photon data and related lightning sferics measured by MALA LF station (202.6 km away). The inset is the
expended view of TGF-related NBE1 with clear ionosphere reflection. (c) Part of (b): 1 ms of LF data associated with
the pulse of TGF light-curve. (d) Same as (b), but for TGF190604#2 (182.5 km away). (e) Part of (d) same as (c), but for
TGF190604#2 in 3-ms window.

The GLD360-registered NBEs were confined within a 5 × 5 km thundercloud region with strong convection. By presuming that the TGF examined was produced in this region, it is inferred that the gamma-ray
production preceded NBE1 by about 4.4 ms (Figure 3b). The TBB of this region as given by FY-2G was
about 191 K, much colder than that (234 K) inferred for a Category-I TGF examined previously (Zhang
et al., 2020a), whose source height was also estimated to be around 10.5 km (MSL). Therefore, the thunderstorm hosting the Category-II TGF examined in this section appeared to develop a relatively deep convection, and the gamma-rays are expected to travel over a relatively long path in the thundercloud.
Interestingly, as zoomed in Figure 3c, there was a weak magnetic pulse with duration of about 200 μs that
is almost synchronized with gamma-ray production. The signals of two orthogonal coils indicated that the
pulse was from the same direction as the following NBE. The slow pulse exhibits similar feature to previous
studies (Cummer et al., 2011; Pu et al., 2019), who attributed the main TGF-associated LF pulse to the electron acceleration during TGF production. A similar slow pulse was associated with TGF170908 (Figure 2f),
ZHANG ET AL.
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while no similar pulse was found in other seven cases. However, there is also some difference between
them: the slow pulse of our Category-II TGF occurred 4.4 ms before a sequence of NBEs, rather than during
a sequence of fast leader discharges. The temporal relationship between TGF and NBE (without synchronous or close leader discharges) implies that the gamma-ray production by the thunderstorm E-field could
also make conditions favorable for the occurrence of NBEs.
It is also noticed that, about one hour later, Fermi GBM following a different path detected another TGF
at 2221:02.132 UTC over (5.074°N, 98.478°E) from the same thunderstorm as TGF190604#1. This TGF (referred to TGF190604#2) appeared brighter by containing 55 gamma-ray photons over 320 μs. As shown in
Figure 3a, the TGF-related lightning located by GLD360 at (2.838°N, 100.761°E) was about 354 km from
Fermi footprint and 182.5 km from MALA station, also in the convection region that moved eastward and
still was at the mature stage. As shown in Figures 3d and 3e, the gamma-ray pulse corresponded to an
EIP-like IC discharge (namely Category-I) with +42 kA peak current detected by GLD360, which was the
strongest pulse of the parent IC. The estimated height of this pulse was about 11.0 km (Figure 3e), slightly
higher than the previous Category-II TGF190604#1.
3.2. TGF Case on July 31, 2020
The second Category-II TGF examined was detected by Fermi GBM at 1155:37.588 UTC on July 31, 2020,
when the Fermi footprint was at (25.725°N, 119.151°E) near XIAM station. The light-curve contained 142
photons over 650 μs. Figure 4a shows the GLD360 lightning events (magenta points) within 1-h interval
centered at this TGF as superimposed on the Fengyun-2G TBB data at 1200 UTC. The distinct NBE (at
1155:37.673 UTC) preceded by this TGF was detected by GLD360 with peak current of +26 kA at (26.025°N,
117.749°E) (pink “∇”), about 144 km from Fermi footprint and 159 km from XIAM station. The TBB and
S-band weather radar data showed that the TGF-preceded NBE occurred in the convection region of a
mesoscale convective system, almost in the coldest region (the area below 220 K was about 36,431 km2
including convection and stratiform region acquired from radar data) that was at the later stage of maturity.
As shown in Figure 4c, with time shifted back to the source region, the lightning pulse occurred about
13.5 ms after the gamma-ray production. The height of this NBE was estimated to be 9.8 km (MSL). There
were also several small NBE-like IC pulses after the major NBE (while they did not constitute a typical
full-fledged IC), but the ionospheric reflections are not discriminable (probably due to a relatively close
distance). However, even the distance is closer than the Category-II TGF examined in Section 3.1, there was
no discernible pulse that appear to accompany the gamma-ray production (Figure 4d).

4. Discussions
At present, two types of mechanisms have been proposed to explain the gamma-ray production associated
with electrified thunderstorms, i.e., the relativistic feedback model (e.g., Dwyer et al., 2012) and the lightning leader-seeded model (e.g., Celestin et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012). The latter requires a lightning leader
to generate the high E-field region and the gamma-ray production usually corresponds to a fast leader discharge, which appear to be mostly observed scenario from the perspective of space-borne platforms.
For the former model, it requires a large-scale E-field to drive the acceleration of electrons, while the high
E-field at the tip of leader is not necessary. As examined in Section 3, the gamma-ray burst of eight TGFs
examined in this paper all preceded the NBE by 1.2 –13.5 ms; there were no fast leader discharges within
20 ms prior to the TGF. The common feature exhibited by these Category-II TGFs is consistent with gamma-ray production in the large-scale thundercloud E-field rather than by the leader process, as proposed in
the relativistic feedback mechanism.
Previous studies showed that Category-I TGFs occurred typically several ms after the lightning onset (which
sometimes is marked by an NBE) when the initial upward negative leader has ascended for 1–3 km (Cummer et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2020a). For Category-II TGFs, especially those related to
positive NBEs, the high-energy photons are likely produced in the vicinity of lightning initiation deeper in
thunderstorms, without invoking the participation of any fast discharges in the TGF production. Hence,
when TGFs of both categories are detected by satellites, the energy spectrum of Category-II TGFs should
ZHANG ET AL.
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Figure 4. Observation of one TGF detected by Fermi at 1155:37 UTC on July 31, 2020. (a) FY-2G TBB data at 1200
UTC superposed with the footprint (“☆”) and related lightning location (“∇”) of TGF200731, all lightning discharges
(magenta points) between 1125 and 1225 UTC and the four lightning discharges within 1 s and 800 km of Fermi
(short red lines in (b)). The radius of gray circle is 800 km centered at TGF footprint. Right is the enlarged view. (b)
1-s LF sferics related to TGF200731 overlapped with all lightning (short blue lines) and four lightning occurred within
800 km of Fermi (red lines). (c) Time-corrected photon data and the related lightning sferics measured at XIAM station
(159.2 km away) in 23 ms window. The inset is the expended view of TGF-related NBE with clear ionosphere reflection.
(d) Part of (c) 1 ms of LF data associated with the light-curve pulse.

be harder than that of Category-I TGFs. Two Fermi GBM TGFs of Category-II noticed previously, including
one examined by Lu et al. (2019), are combined with the nine events studied in this paper for an analysis on
a statistical basis. As shown in Figures 5c–5e, Category-II TGFs detected by Fermi contained more photons
and endured longer (blue color), while the photon counts per μs were less than 17 Category-I TGFs (black
color). The magnitude for the peak current of NBEs preceded by Category-II TGFs ranges from 14 to 44 kA,
much smaller than that of EIPs associated with Category-I TGFs (Figure 5f). Figure 5g shows that Category-II TGFs contained more gamma-ray photons with energy >800 keV than Category-I TGFs from the 12
NaI detectors on Fermi GBM; similarly, Category-II TGFs have a higher ratio between photons registered by
BGO detectors and NaI detectors, respectively. Figures 5a and 5b show the average (and standard deviation)
energy spectrum of two categories from the NaI detection and the BGO detection, respectively. Again, we
can see that Category-II TGFs contained more photons with higher energy, namely they were “harder” than
Category-I TGFs. It is consistent with the speculation that Category-II TGFs related to positive NBEs typically occur at a relatively low altitude than Category-I TGFs associated with an upward negative leader. The
characteristics and energy spectrum of TGF200522 related to a negative NBE (Figure 2i) was similar to other
ZHANG ET AL.
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Figure 5. Panels (a), (b): energy spectrum of NBE-followed TGFs (Category-II, blue color) and EIP-related TGFs (Category-I, black color) recorded by 12 NaI
detectors (panel a) and two BGO detectors (panel b). Panels (c)–(f): photon counts, lasting time, photon counts per microsecond and peak current of both
categories of TGFs. Panel (g): ratio between the photon counts with energy greater and lower than 800 keV as recorded by NaI detectors. Panel (h): photon
counts ratio of BGO detectors to NaI detectors. NBE-followed TGFs (produced by the thunderstorm) exhibit different features from EIP-related TGFs (produced
by the lightning leader).

eight cases, indicating that the gamma-ray pulse and NBE could be produced by the large-scale thundercloud E-field in a short time or simultaneously; while the TGF may also be produced directly by a negative
NBE. That is, the TGFs preceding NBEs of different polarities could be produced via different mechanisms,
which needs more observations to clarify.
Category-II TGFs preceded the NBE by up to 13.5 ms, and there is no confirmed evidence for the occurrence
of leader-related fast discharge after the TGF-preceded NBE. We analyzed all the TGFs with LF signals of
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR > 10) and GLD360 lightning location within time window [1, 10] ms after
the TGF. Eventually, 26 TGFs were found in addition to Category-II TGFs examined in this paper. Based on
the location information, the time-corrected LF signals and photon light-curve indicate that these 26 TGFs
either corresponded to a fast IC discharge missed by GLD360 (in 24 cases), or occurred during the initial
stage of IC lightning without a corresponding fast discharge (in two cases simultaneous to a slow pulse like
that of Pu et al. (2019)). There was also one TGF that occurred during a sequence of NBEs. The analyses
above confirm that the NBE-followed TGFs are a special category of TGFs without invoking the existence of
lightning leader. Category-II TGFs are likely produced by the large-scale high thunderstorm E-field, which
is also capable of producing NBEs, and the gamma-ray production might even create a favorable condition
for the occurrence of NBEs.
ZHANG ET AL.
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5. Conclusions
Previous studies have mainly focused on TGFs that appear to be produced during the initial upward leader
progression after the lightning inception, which is sometimes marked by the occurrence of a narrow bipolar
event (NBE). There are also occasional reports of TGFs that precede an NBE by a few ms, but the associated
mechanism remains mysterious partly due to lack of sufficient observations. In this paper, we present the
observations of seven more TGFs showing that the gamma-ray production precedes the occurrence of a positive NBE by a short time ranging 1.2 –13.5 ms. The altitude of TGF-preceded NBEs was estimated to range
from 8.6 to 11 km. Our data set includes one TGF detected by the Chinese Hard X-ray Modulation Telescope
(Insight-HXMT). Interestingly, for this TGF, our LF station likely recorded the signal directly associated
with gamma-ray production; moreover, about 70 min later, the Fermi GBM observed an EIP-like-associated
TGF produced in the same thunderstorm. Detection of multiple TGFs from the identical thunderstorm has
also been reported previously by Ursi et al. (2016). Besides, we noticed two even rarer cases of TGFs associated with negative NBEs: in the first case, the gamma-ray production appeared to initiate 2.5 ms before and
became terminated by the NBE; in the second case, the TGF was almost simultaneous to the NBE, whereas
the onset of gamma-ray production slightly preceded the discharge.
Our analyses on a statistical basis indicate that the NBE-related TGFs had a harder energy spectrum with
larger proportion of higher-energy photons and they are expected to occur near the location of lightning initiation at a relatively low altitude in parent thunderstorms. The results indicated that the NBE-related TGFs
were produced by the large-scale thunderstorm E-field, supporting the relativistic feedback mechanism of
TGF generation. That is, the high E-field between the two major charge layers in the thundercloud is also
capable of producing TGFs, and the TGF-producing process could even further contribute to generate NBEs
(e.g., Shao et al., 2010).

Data Availability Statement
The TGF data are available at online archives as follows: FERMI (https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/FTP/fermi/
data/gbm/daily/) and Insight-HXMT (www.hxmt.org). Thanks to Vaisala Inc. for providing the GLD360
data (https://www.vaisala.com/en/products/systems/lightning/gld360). The data used for this analysis are
available on the data repository website (https://zenodo.org/record/4584660#.YETldVwzaUk).
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